Initializing all elements of a given array to a specified value is basic operation that frequently appears in numerous algorithms and programs. Initializable arrays are abstract arrays that support initialization as well as reading and writing of any element of the array in constant worst case time.
Introduction
On the word RAM model, arrays of fixed length are important data structures that support the fundamental read and write operations of any given element in constant worst case time. Another fundamental operation, called initialization, writes a given value to all elements of the array. Initialization appears frequently in numerous algorithms and programs. When a naive initialization writes a value to all elements, it takes linear time proportional to the length of the array, and this can create a bottleneck in applications that need huge arrays or that require frequent initializations.
In this paper, we investigate how to implement an initializable array Z N, [0, N − 1] of length N with little extra space, where each element of the array can store an individual element of bits. This is an abstract array that supports the following three fundamental operations in constant worst case time.
• iinit(Z N, , v): Set all elements of Z N, to v.
• iread(Z N, , i): Return a value stored in the i-th element of Z N, .
• iwrite(Z N, , i, v): Set the i-th element of Z N, to v.
For ease of explanation, Z N, [i] and Z N, [i] ← v denote iread(Z N, , i) and iwrite(Z N, , i, v), respectively. An abstract array means that we do not actually have to write a value to all elements in a normal array; we only have to behave as if we do that. Namely, when reading an i-th element, we simply have to return the value related to the most recent operation of initialization or write operations for the i-th element.
We assume the word RAM model with word size w = Ω(log N ), where addition, subtraction, bit-shift, bitwise, and bit-repeat 1 operations on constant number of words take constant worst case time, and we also assume that ∈ O(w). This implies that any index of Z N, of length N is represented in at most constant number of words, and that addition, subtraction, bit-shift, bitwise, and bit-repeat operations on bits also take constant worst case time. We focus on the space over N bits, we say extra space, to measure the performance of algorithms to implement an initializable array Z N, because Z N, is an extension of a normal array A N, and must be implemented on a target normal array A N, of N bits and additional extra space. Moreover, we account only dynamic values for the space of algorithms, e.g. an initial value or writable auxiliary arrays. On the other hand, we do not account static values that can be embedded into a program, e.g. an array length or some parameters of algorithms.
There is a folklore algorithm to implement initializable arrays, which was first mentioned (but not described) in a work by Aho et al. [1, Ex. 2.12 ]. The complete description later appeared in works by Mehlhorn [4, Sec. III.8.1] and Bentley [2, Column 1] . The folklore algorithm manages written values of Z N, after the last initialization by two auxiliary arrays of length N and two variables of bits. It therefore requires 2 (N + 1) extra bits. Navarro [5, 6] reduced the space to N + + o(N ) extra bits 2 by using the folklore algorithm in conjunction with a bitmap technique that uses a bit array B of length N to indicate that the i-th element of the array has been written from the last initialization if and only if B[i] = 1. Each runtime of an algorithm depends on the access frequency to the array, where the access frequency is the ratio of the number of read and write operations to the array length. Fredriksson and Kilpeläinen measured the runtime performances of several algorithms [3] and found that the folklore algorithm and Navarro's algorithm are the most efficient when the access frequency is low (below 1%), while the bitmap solution and naive solution are the most efficient when the access frequency is within 1-10% and over 10%, respectively.
There are two important issues of the previous algorithms for general use compared to normal arrays.
1. Previous algorithms require huge extra bits. This can be a severe problem when we have only limited resources. The ultimate goal is to develop an in-place algorithm, where in-place means that the algorithm uses only constant number of words except a target normal array.
2. Previous algorithms implicitly assumed that ≥ w, and they cannot contain small elements < w although normal arrays can 3 .
We propose a novel algorithm to solve the aforementioned issues, and our contributions are described as follows.
1.
Our algorithm embeds all extra data structures in the folklore algorithm into one target normal array and uses only 1 extra bit, namely, it implements an initializable array in-place. This significantly improves upon the previous best algorithm by Navarro [6] using N + + o(N ) extra bits.
2. Our algorithm can contain small elements < w in the same way as a normal array.
In Section 2, we introduce the folklore algorithm which our algorithm is based on. In Section 3, we propose an algorithm using 2 extra bits for a special case that N is even, ≥ log N , and ∈ O(w). In Section 4, we propose an additional algorithm using 1 extra bit for a more general case and show that its space complexity is optimal.
Folklore Algorithm
The folklore algorithm implements an initializable array Z N, [0, N −1] (Z for short) by using three normal arrays of length N , V N, , F N, , and T N, (V, F, and T for short) 4 , and by using a stack pointer b and an initial value initv each of bits respectively, so it requires 2 (N + 1) extra bits. initv stores an initial value, T is used as a stack, and b indicates the stack size of T. We say that F[i] and T[j] are chained when they are linked to each other, namely, F[i] = j, T[j] = i, and j < b. V[i] stores a written value, and we maintain the invariant that
The folklore algorithm implements the operations of Z using the invariant as follows:
• iinit(Z, v): Break all chains by setting b to zero, and set initv to a new initial value v.
is chained, and initv otherwise.
iread is trivially obtained from the invariant. iinit breaks all chains by setting b to zero, and thus it implies that all values of Z are initialized by a new value initv . iwrite creates a new chain of F and T only when an element is written for the first time, and thus the number of chains is at most N , and 2 bits for storing an initial value are not accounted for the space in the original paper, but they are accounted in this paper. 3 Normal arrays contain small elements < w and support read and write operation in constant worst case time by using bit-shift and bitwise operations 4 Array names V, F, and T come from the first characters of Value, From, and To, respectively.
the chain will never be broken until iinit is called. Each operation takes constant worst case time. In this way, the folklore algorithm maintains the invariant and implements an initializable array Z using 2 (N + 1) extra bits.
In-Place Algorithm for a Special Case
Our algorithm implements an initializable array Z N, [0, N − 1] (Z for short) by using only one normal array A N, (A for short) and by using a stack pointer b and an initial value initv each of bits respectively, so it requires 2 extra bits. In this section, we assume a special case that N is even, ≥ log N , and ∈ O(w). In Section 4, we consider a more general case. The main concept underlying our algorithm is almost the same as that of the folklore algorithm. Our algorithm also uses V, F, and T, but embeds them into A sparsely. This idea intuitively seems impossible because all 3N elements of V, F, and T are required in the worst case in the folklore algorithm, and thus A of length N cannot store all of them. To avoid this problem, we split A into two areas and reduce the number of chains by adopting two mechanisms: (1) in one area, if a value is chained then it must be written after the last initialization, (2) in another area, if a value is chained then it must not be written after the last initialization, we say unwritten for that situation. Our strategy comes from the important observation that if we manage the written value with a chain (like the folklore algorithm), we need only a few chains at the beginning after an initialization, but this increases gradually and eventually reaches to N . On the other hand, if we manage the unwritten value with a chain, we need a few chains at the ending after an initialization and we need roughly N chains at the beginning.
To elaborate: A is split into two areas by threshold 2b, written area A[0, 2b − 1] and unwritten area
belong to the block B i/2 and any block must contain two elements since N is even. We say that blocks B i and B j are chained if A[2i] = 2j and A[2j] = 2i and neither blocks is in the same area. initv stores an initial value as in the folklore algorithm. Note that any element can store any index of A since ≥ log N , and we can compute 2i, i/2 , and i mod 2 for a bits value i in constant worst case time by bit-shift or bitwise operations.
In our algorithm, we maintain the following four invariants, where V[i], F[i], and T[i] respectively represent the functional aspects of A[i], as in the folklore algorithm. See also Figure 1 .
The definition of a stack pointer b differs slightly from the one in the folklore algorithm but has a similar functional aspect in that we can break all chains of blocks by setting b to zero. Our algorithm uses the following tools (described in Algorithm 1).
• chainWith(B i ): Return the block chained with B i if B i is chained, and return a symbol None otherwise.
• makeChain(B i , B j ): Make a new chain between B i in the written area and B j in the unwritten area.
• breakChain(B i ): Break the chain of block B i . • initBlock(B i ): Initialize the block B i with initv .
• extend(): Extend the written area by one block and return a block initialized with (initv , initv ) in the written area.
When a new value is written into A[2i]
, the block B i may turn out to be chained with a block B k accidentally. breakChain breaks such an unexpected chain of B i by rewriting A[2k] to itself 2k. extend tries to get a new block B b−1 that turns out to be in the written area after extending this area by b ← b + 1. If the block B b−1 is unchained before extending, it is initialized with initv . This initialization may make a chain accidentally, so we call breakChain, and return B b−1 . If the block B b−1 is chained with a block B k in the written area before extending, we cannot initialize it because B b−1 stores information for Z[2(b − 1)] and Z[2(b − 1) + 1] and they will be lost. In this case, we simply write
Operations iinit and iread in our algorithm are described in Algorithm 2, and iwrite is described in Algorithm 3. iinit is implemented in the same way as the folklore algorithm by setting b and initv to zero and a given initial value, respectively. The implementation of iread is trivial from the invariants. The implementation of iwrite is more complicated than iread and iinit since it may break the invariants by writing a new value. When iwrite is called, there are four major conditions. In Algorithm 3, we write a new value keeping the invariants in each state. They are described as follows.
• Lines 6-7, B i is unchained in the written area.
Z[i] has already been written, so simply rewrite it with a new value v. B i may turn out to be chained accidentally by writing v to A[i], so we call breakChain(B i ) to break such a chain.
• Lines 9-16, B i is chained in the written area.
Since B i is chained, we cannot simply write v to A[i]. We circumvent this by extending the written area to obtain a new initialized block B j , exchanging it with B i , and writing v to A[i] in the initialized block B i . There are considerable points to note here. (1) B i may be equal to B j before exchanging. (2) B i may turn out to be chained accidentally by writing v to A[i], which is the same situation in the procedure of Lines 6-7. For case 1, we do not exchange B j with B i , and simply write v to A[i]. For case 2, we break the chain by breakChain(B i ).
• Lines 19-22, B i is chained in the unwritten area with a block B k . • Lines 24-30, B i is unchained in the unwritten area.
Z[i] has been unwritten, so we have to chain the block B i with a block in the written area. We extend the written area and obtain a new initialized block B k in the written area. If B i = B k , B i has turned out to be located in the written area. This situation is the same as the one just before Line 6, so we perform the same procedure as in Lines 6-7. Otherwise, we initialize the block B i and make the chain between B k and B i . Here, the situation is the same as the one just before Line 19, so we perform the same procedure as in Lines 19-22. Roughly speaking, our algorithm extends the written area (suppressing the unwritten area) by increasing b by one when writing a new value. This is similar to how a normal array initializes itself by writing a value from left to right. Our algorithm does the same thing, but writes only two values when increasing b. In the extreme case that 2b = N , all elements have already been written, and the contents of A are exactly the same as those of an initialized normal array.
In this way, our algorithm maintains the invariants for writing steps, and each operation takes constant worst case time. Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
In-Place Algorithm for a General Case
In the previous section, we showed that there is an implementation of initializable array Z N, for the special case that N is an even number, ≥ log N , and ∈ O(w). In this section, we describe how to implement an initializable array Z N, for a more general case, that is, where N is a natural number and ∈ O(w) by using various initializable arrays and normal arrays for a special case. After that, we show how an initializable array for such a general case can be implemented by using 1 extra bit, and this is space optimal.
In order to change the constraint ≥ log N and ∈ O(w) to ∈ O(w), we first study how a normal array A c, for constant length c and ∈ O(w) supports read, write, and initialize operations in constant worst case time. It is trivial for ∈ Θ(w), so we focus on the case ∈ o(w). Since A c, [i] for ∈ o(w) is stored in a word, we can read and write it by using bit-shift and bitwise operations on the word, and it takes constant worst case time. For initialization, we use a bit repeat operation that copies a given bits value w/ times to a word of w bits in constant worst case time. For a normal array A c, such that c ∈ O(w), we can initialize A c, in constant worst case time by writing the copies of a given initial value to A c, in constant worst case time. Although a bit operation is a minor operation, it can be replaced by multiplication which is a major operation (but its circuit complexity is more complex than that of a bit repeat operation). Next, we show that the requirement ≥ log N can be removed and we can implement an initializable array Z N, for ∈ O(w). It is not trivial since an < log N bits element cannot store a pointer to position in an array of length N . We pack p elements of bits each into a word, and we implement a target initializable array Z N, by using a source initializable array Y N/p ,p . Proof. Let p = log N , N = N p , and = p . Z N, can be implemented with an initializable array Y N , and a normal array A c, , where c = N − pN and c = (N − pN ) = (N − p N p ) ≤ (N − p( N p − 1)) = p = ∈ O(w). Since log N ≤ p ≤ log N + 1, we have ≥ log N ≥ log N and ≤ log N + ∈ O(w). Let initv be an bits initial value for Z N, , and initv be an bits initial value for Y N , . By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, an initializable array Y N , can be implemented using +log N extra bits, where the first term bits are for storing an initial value initv , and the second term
if B k = None then // B i is unchained block in the written area. if B i = B j then // Now, it is the same situation of just before Line 6.
11
We perform the same procedure as in Lines 6-7. ;
initBlock(B i ) ; // Now, it is the same situation of just before Line 6.
16
We perform the same procedure as in Lines 6-7. ; if B i = B k then // Now, it is the same situation of just before Line 6.
26
We perform the same procedure as in Lines 6-7. ; We perform the same procedure as in Lines 19-22. ; Proof. In similar way to Lemma 3, an initializable array Z N, using 1 extra bit can be implemented by using an initializable array Y N , whose elements consist of p elements of Z N, and a normal array A c, . However, we use the different sizes for N and to embed an initial value initv and a stack pointer b into Y N , .
Let p = 2 log N + 1, N = N p , and = p . Since 2 log N + 1 ≤ p ≤ 2( log N + 1) + 1 = 2 log N + 3, we have ≥ 2 log N + ≥ 2 log N + and ≤ 2 log N + 3 ∈ O(w). A c, can be initialized in constant worst case time in a similar way of Lemma 3, where c = N − pN and c ∈ O(w). Therefore, we focus on how to implement Y N , . Since ≥ 2 log N + , a first element of chained blocks can afford to store information of log N + bits in addition to a pointer for chain. For the last block B i , we embed an initial value initv , a stack pointer b, and a link to a block chained with B i into the first element of B i . Since the array length is static and is embedded to a program, we can access the last block and obtain initv and b in constant worst case time. However, they are overwritten when 2b = N . We have only 1 extra bit for flag which is 1 if and only if 2b = N . If flag = 0, Y N , behave in the same way as in Section 3. If flag = 1, all elements of Y N , have already been written and it is equivalent to a normal array of A N , . In this case, initv and b are overwritten with some values, but this is not a problem because they are no longer used since Y N , is now equal to a normal array. See Figure 2 .
In this way, Y N , can be implemented using 1 extra bit, and thus, Z N, is also implemented using 1 extra bit.
A natural question is whether it is possible to implement an initializable array with no extra bit. Theorem 2 below gives a negative answer to this question. Theorem 2. An initializable array cannot be implemented without extra space on the word RAM model.
Proof. We assume a simple case that there is an initializable array Z N, (Z for short) without extra space such that = w. Let A N, (A for short) be a normal array that is used in the implementation of Z, S = {x | 0 ≤ x < 2 w } N be a universal set of word sequences of length N , and s[i] for s ∈ S denotes an i-th element of the sequence s. Since Z can store any sequence in S and the bit-length of Z is exactly equal to the bit-length of A, there exists a one to one mapping f : S → S such that Z = x and A = f (x) for any x ∈ S. For any initial value 0 ≤ v < 2 w , let x = v, . . . , v ∈ S be an N repeats of v, Z = x, and y = f (x). There exists a sequence x such that y = f (x ) and y [i] = y[i] for any 0 ≤ i < N . When we call iinit(Z, v) for Z = x , the initializable array change from Z = x and A = y to Z = x and A = y in constant worst case time, respectively. Since y [i] = y[i] for any 0 ≤ i < N , the operation has to rewrite N number of distinct words in constant worst case time. This contradicts that our computational model supports write operation on at most constant number of words in constant worst case time, and thus we have the theorem.
Our implementation of an initializable array with 1 extra bit can represent 2 N +1 bit states, and there are multiple bit states of A N, with 1 extra bit to represent a bit state of Z N, . Hence, it can write any bit state of A N, with 1 extra bit to an bit state of A N, with 1 extra bit corresponding to Z N, initialized with 0 in constant worst case time.
From Theorem 1 and 2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.
There is an initializable array Z N, for O(w) using 1 extra bit, and the space complexity is optimal.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we discussed array initialization on the word RAM model, and showed that we can implement an abstract array with only 1 extra bit to support read, write, and initialize operations in constant worst case time.
There are some open problems which enhance initializable arrays. Obviously, we can initialize a constant number of predetermined fixed ranges (partial array) with O(1) extra bits in constant worst case time by concatenating our initializable arrays. We believe it is not so difficult to reduce O(1) extra bits to 1 bit. By using the technique, can we implement an abstract array Z N, (Z for short) which supports rangeInit(Z, i, n, v) operation to initialize elements Z[i, i + n] for any n ≤ N and i < N − n to an initial value v in constant worst case time with little extra space? How about rangeMove(Z, i 1 , i 2 , n) operation that moves Z[i 1 , i 1 + n] to Z[i 2 , i 2 + n] and then does not care about the elements of Z[i 1 , i 1 + n] after the move, rangeCopy(Z, i 1 , i 2 , n) operation that copies Z[i 1 , i 1 +n] to Z[i 2 , i 2 +n], and rangeSwap(Z, i 1 , i 2 , n) operation that swaps Z[i 1 , i 1 + n] and Z[i 2 , i 2 + n]? It remains a future work to investigate the theoretical lower bound of the extra space to support such operations.
Another future work is to make an abstract array Z, called a k-optional array, each of whose elements can represent 2 + k states with little extra space. We believe it can be implemented using our implementation of initializable array because a block in our implementation has a special state that it is chained or not, and we may use the property for managing additional states.
If we can implement such a multi-functional array that supports various operations described above, it can be a powerful tool to design efficient algorithms for various problems.
